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Language is the most essential way for people to communicate and express 
themselves. It reflects people’s thoughts, ideas, culture, attitudes towards life and so on. 
Language is the production that people created to make their social activities possible 
and to express their ideas. It tends to reflect social reality, culture, people’s living 
conditions，habits, thinking patterns, moral values, behavior intentions, so on and so 
forth. 
It is a developed society nowadays, but it is still a male dominant society. The 
general idea of all people is that males are superior to females. Man’s superiority in 
social status has led to linguistic sexism. Both in English and Chinese, the male is 
associated with universal but the females is more often excluded, e.g. , ‘man’ means 
both male and all human beings. And when it concerns about phases,  the male words 
usually lists before female’s, (expressing the second-ranking status of woman) e.g., 
“papa and mama (爸爸妈妈)”， “husband and wife(夫妻)”， “brother and sister(兄
妹)”， “man and woman (男女) ” and so on. In both English and Chinese, some 
derogatory words are expressed by using suffixes such as “ess” or “ette” and 
taking“女”as their semantic symbol, such as “mistress ”，“ princess ”, “妖”，“奸” so on 
and so forth. Both in English and Chinese they always use analogy metaphor and 
symbolism devalue women，such as “Good food! Delicious Women ”，“女人四十豆
腐渣” ；Both in English and Chinese naming system, the sexism discrimination also 
exists: in modern English and traditional Chinese society, once a girl gets married，she 
will lost her original family name and use their husband’s family name. And the 
meaning of girls’ name also indicate people’ willingness for female staying at home 
and serving their husband as their master. This kind of examples exists everywhere in 
lexical, grammatical and discourse levels. 
With the development of society and with the efforts of Feminists, many 
non-sex-discrimination language and new terms have been accepted. For example, we 
have replaced “Stewardess” with “fly attendant”. But it does not change the social 
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reduces the extent of linguistic sexism. If possible, permissible and practicable, we, 
modern females, should try our best to reduce linguistic sexism to achieve a more 
accurate and realistic portrayal of women and a greater linguistic accuracy by means of 
eradicating gender ambiguity. The thesis consists of five chapters.  
Chapter One presents the literature review of the concepts. The concepts relate 
to linguistic sexism such as definitions, different terms concerning linguistic sexism, 
and their theoretical supports.   
Chapter Two dwells on the linguistic sexism in English. It is demonstrated from 
the following aspects: Sexism in word formation, Sexism in word order/phrases, 
Sexism in generic “he”, Sexism in ‘man’ and man-related ’words; Sexism in personal 
titles and names, Sexism metaphors around women, Sexism in curses.  
Chapter Three deals with the sexism in Chinese by demonstrating: sexism in 
word formation, sexism in word order, sexism in generic ‘他(he)’ ‘and 他们(they)’, 
sexism in generic man–related words ‘夫’ and ‘兄弟’, sexism in personal titles and 
names, sexism in Proverbs and sexism in curses.  
Chapter Four tries to explore the reasons why linguistic sexism is employed. The 
author believes through the careful study that the biological, historical as well as 
cultural factors are found to be the responsible for the extensive use of language 
sexism. On the other hand, as a language reflects and influences the way human beings 
think there is no doubt that the employment of sexism is closely associated with the 
relationship among the language, thought and society.  
Chapter Five is about the necessity and the ways of reducing linguistic sexism 
both in English and Chinese.  
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mama (爸爸妈妈)”， “husband and wife(夫妻)”， “brother and sister(兄妹)”， “man 
and woman (男女) ” 等等；在中英文中一些贬义词是通过加表示女性的字根“ess” 
“ ette” 或者“女”字旁的方式来表示的： 如 “mistress ”，“ princess ”, “妖”，“奸”
等。中英文中也常借用比喻，类比，象征等手法以物言志，贬低女性，如 “Good 
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要性及其方法。   
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Human beings use language to communicate to each other and think. And the 
language reflects human’s thoughts, attitudes and the culture of people who makes it 
and uses it, according to Edward Sapir (1928) (Miller, 1977:124)): 
Language is a guide to ‘social reality.’… [It] powerfully conditions all our 
thinking about social problems and processes. Human beings do not live in the 
objective world alone or alone in the world of social activity as ordinarily understood, 
but are very much at the mercy of the particular language which has become the 
medium of expression and their society.  
Language is developed when human beings himself developed (Simpson, 
1984:15). So it is restricted by people’s cultures, moral values, habits, and thinking and 
behavior patterns and so on. It is an existing form of them. Karl Marx also said : 
“Language and ideology share a long history; language is a practical and realistic 
ideology, existing form not only for human beings, but also for itself” (左少
兴,1987:9). 
Generally speaking, human society is a male-dominant society both in western 
country and China, even today. So the dominant ideology is: male is superior to female. 
This ideology determines that language behavior and reflects the different social 
statues of a man (the first-ranking) and woman (the second-ranking). In other words, 
there is still sexism existing in the most of languages we use today. (We also call it 
andocentric language, sexist language, patriarchal language, male-biased language, 
gender-biased language, gender exclusive language and so on).  
R. A. Hudson points out: “The bias against females is in the concepts that the 
words express, and not in the words themselves; but this conceptual inequality 
reinforces itself by its effect on our speech. Every time we refer to a female as a 
woman doctor we reinforce the bias, as we do every time we refer to a male as a 
doctor.” (Hudson, 1996:103) 
By the end of the 1970s, with the development of feminist movement, linguistic 
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linguistic sexism from a few problematic or offensive expressions to the entire 
language, such as the best known generic usage ‘he’ and ‘man’. Otto Jespersen 
remarks (Jespersen, 1922:391) that man tends to express outwardly class distinctions 
which he feels more or less vaguely. Eschholz, Rosa and Clark points out: that word 
famous Declaration of Independence which Thomas Jefferson (the third president of 
the U.S.) wrote in 1776 said: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 
created equal”. In a certain way, this kind of saying offended women. In addition, the 
Constitution of the United States is full of language sexism too. For example, in the 
constitution, Senators and Representatives are ‘he’; the President is ‘he’ and even the 
fugitive from justice is ‘he’. When the president of the United States says that “each 
citizen must do his duty to alleviate injustice and inequality in this land,” he is 
reinforcing injustice and inequality by using ‘his’ to exclude female citizens.  
The Feminist linguists Casey Miller and Kate Swift  divide the non-parallel 
treatment into several aspects, such as: 
·describing women by appearance, but men by achievement; 
·describing women by their relationship to men, but not describing men by their 
relationship to women; 
·referring to women as ‘girls’, but giving male figures the adult label ‘men’; 
·often using fixed collocations where the male referents occur first as in ‘he or 
she’, ‘husband and wife’, ‘men and women’. (Goddard, 2000:75) 
Feminists criticize sex discrimination and advocate non-sex-discrimination 
language use. And some of the new terms have gained wide acceptance gradually. This 
means that using the present resources of language to represent and treat females and 
their characteristics more appropriately and accurately is possible.  
The sexist language use has always been a hot topic and there has been a wealth 
of research in this area. And many alternatives have been suggested for reducing and 
eliminating sexist language use. This thesis highlights the linguistic sexism in both 
English and Chinese, specifies the similarities and differences, explores the causes, 
demonstrates the feminist perspectives, exemplifies the counter-sex-discrimination 
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